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Material basics

Metal whiskering is a phenomenon which occurs on some metals 
used for electronic components and in electrical devices. 
For example Tin whiskers were noticed and documented in the 
vacuum tube era of electronics early in the 20th century in 
equipment which used pure, or almost pure, tin solder in their 
production. It was noticed that small metal hairs or tendrils grew 
between metal solder pads causing short circuits. 

Metal whiskers form in the presence of compressive stress. Zinc, 
cadmium, and even lead whiskers have been documented. Many 
techniques are used to mitigate the problem including changes to 
the annealing process (heating and cooling), addition of elements 
like copper and nickel, and the inclusion of conformal coatings. 

Source: Wikipedia



Material basics

Traditionally, lead was added to slow down whisker growth in tin-
based solders.

Following the Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS), 
the European Union banned the use of lead in most consumer 
electronic products from 2006, leading to a re-focusing on the issue of 
whisker formation in lead-free solders.

Source: Wikipedia

Believe it or not
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Advantages of pure tin

• High stability of plating processes
• Uniformity of plating thickness
• Compatibility with all common soldering processes
• Good wetting properties
• Non toxic
• Good resistance to aging and climate

Disadvantage for ecpas: Higher Soldering Temperature



Material basics

The mechanism behind metal whisker growth seems to be 
encouraged by compressive mechanical stresses including:

• residual stresses caused by electroplating,
• mechanically-induced stresses,
• stresses induced by diffusion of different metals,
• thermally-induced stresses, and
• strain gradients in materials.

What causes Whisker?

Source: Internet
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Analyzes of whisker growth

Most accepted is, that whisker formation is driven by a stress relief process 
within the tin layer.

Main potential stress factors, which are believed to stimulate
whisker formation are:

• Intrinsic stress due to plating
• process and bath chemistry
• Environmental stress (storage conditions)
• Intrinsic stress due to intermetallic compound formation
• Externally applied stress
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Practically

Practically, NO CapXon defect 
because of whisker formation 
was detected in the field
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Prevent Whisker

Sn-Ag, Sn-Bi*
We consider that the use of lead (Pb) in the solder tin is not 
reducing the risk of whisker formation. But there are studies that 
for example Bi or Ag might have an positive effect for reduced 
whisker formation.

Tin matt*
The use of Tin brightener is considered as increasing the risk of 
Whisker formation.

Annealing*
will lead to a less tension between the grain limits and between 
intermediate layers. So this will reduce the risk of whisker 
formation.

Ni-barrier
Some constructions of the pin uses Ni as barrier between Cu and 
Sn layer. This Nickel barrier is seen as a good solution to reduce 
whisker growth.

Component Wire and Tin

*used by CapXon

Source: Internet



In general:
• Lead free tin matt, Ag and Bi 

solder.
• E-cap is 75% Fe, 20% Cu, 5% Sn
• Polymer and Hybrid is 50% Fe, 

45% Cu, 5% Sn 
Cu layer 110um,
Sn layer 10-12um

• No Ni-barrier

Process:
• Cu electroplating
• Sn electroplating
• anneal treatment of CP wire

No dipped tin

Smallest grain size of the tin:
Normally, the smallest grain size of the tin (BGA) 
is 0.1mm which can be used in PCBA process.

CapXon TESTs for Whisker: 
• JEDEC-STD-121, JEDEC-STD-201

Structure of CapXon CP-Wire

Fe Cu
(electroplating)

Sn
(electroplating)

Prevent Whisker



Prevent Whisker

Assembly of pcb/group

Prevent mechanical or thermal stress 
on the lead wire of the component 
during soldering and assembly of the 
application pcb.

Application example. (On-Semi reference design with CapXon)
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CapXon Test Report

Radial: Temperature Cycles:
GS 47 F 400V 16×25 -35°C – 125°C
KM 1000 F 63V 16×30 500 times
(CP-Wire)

SMD:
LV F 16V 6.3×5.5

Test items Testcondition



CapXon Test Report

After temperature cycles:

Magnifing the surface of the CP wire
shows Whisker formation

NOT critical
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CapXon Test Report

After temperature cycles:

5.000x 10.000x



CapXon Test Report

After temperature cycles:

Magnifing the surface of the SMD
wire shows Whisker formation.

NOT critical!

2.000x

500x

5.000x



CapXon Test Report

Conclusion:

We detect a whisker formation after 
temperature cycles on our soldering parts. 

This whiskers are extremely small and within
the limits of all standards.

Even with more severe tests we can not see an 
noticeable increase of whisker formation.

We consider that the formation of whisker
after temperature cycles is not critical at our
components.
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• Automotive Applications
• Medical Application
• Industrie
• Power Supplies 
• New Energy
• Household Appliances
• Computer
• …

Be safe with our products:

Solar inverter with CapXon

Power supply with CapXon


